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I INTRODUCTION 

Our knowledge of the properties of' mesons and their interactions 

with nuclei has oomc from two sources. Studies of cosmic ray phenomena 

provided the earliest infonnation. The discovery that mesons may be 

produced artificia.lly1 by bombardment of nuclei with radiations from 

high energy liocelerators has, on the other hand; made it feasible to 

undertake a wide variety of investigations under more controlled con

ditions than is possible in coGmic ray experiments. In such experi."Mmts 

mesons have been produced by high-energy protons, alpha-particles and 
2 

neutrons. More recently, mesons have been proU.uc(}d by high-energy 

3 x-rays from the Berkeley synchrotron. 

Existing information on mesons establishes certain of their basic 
4,5 

6 properties, in particular, the mass o.nd charge of the IT' and \J. 

meson, their respective half-lives7•8 and the fact that 1T mesons 

interact strongly with nuolei. 9 The latter is borne out by the obser-

vation that 1\ 'a are produced in nucleon-nucleon encounters, and that 

negative 1r 's usually produce nuclear stars when they are broue}lt to 

rest. Further information on the nature of the intaraotion between 

mesons and nuclei can be obtained from experiments in which the aoat-

taring, capture, or production of mesons ~re obserVed. Scattering and 

capture experiments are considerably more difficult than production 

experiments. Furthermore, some knowledge of th~ production cross sections 

is essential in order to arrange a sot of optimum conditions tor a capture 

or a· scattering experiment. 'l'hua it seems reasonable that the production 

of mesons be studied first. Aside from their value in subsequent experi• 

mente, the production cross sections in thomselves may throw considerable 

, 
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light on tho nature of the interaction botween.mesons and nuclei. 

In arranging an experiment on the production of mesons, it is 

desirable that the nucleus in wluoh the mesons are produced 1 be of a . . 
simple type suoh as hydrogen or deuterium, so tha.t the reaul ts will 

not be affected by features which depend upon unkown or unanalyzable 

deta.ps pf nuolefl.r structure. On the other hand, materials containing 

heavier nuclei are muoh more convenient to handle experimentally. r~~ 
~ 

periments with heavier nuolei eGta.blish the general ol"'der of magnitude . . . . 
of meson production cross sections and they give i'nfo:rmntion regarding 

' . 

successful experimental techniques which is of considerable value in 

arranging the more funds.mental experiments involving hydrogen or deu-

terium.-

The techniques for the study of the production and properties 

of mesona artificially produced by the high energy synohro-cyolotron 

at the Univort?ity of California Radiation Laboro.tor.r have generally 

made use of the internal beam circulating in. the vacuum tank of the 

cyclotron, where the high partiol:e flux and the presence of the oyolo-

tron's magnetic field have be$n used to great advantage in numerous 

2 
experiments. An increase in the scope of possible experiments, and 

a greater flexibility both in the detection of mesons and in the monitoring 

of the cyclotron beam resulted when Richman o.nd Wi looxl0 devised a. 

technique which ene.bled them to per.fom meson experiments in the ·de-

f'leoted external beam of the cyclotron. This technique was used in the 

work to be dosoribed. 

The oross section .for the produotioil of 1l mesons in carbon by 

345 Mev protons vms measured by Peterson11 for mesons with energies of 
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11-13 !.Sov and which ware emitted at angles o0-300 to the direction 

of the proton beam. A comprehensive investigation of' the production 

of both positive and negative lT mesons in carbon by protons was in 

progress by Richman and Wilcox at the time this experiment was under-

taken. With regard to the production of nosons in heavy elements, 

however; very little infor.na:tion was in existence. It was therefore 

the object of the present investigation to determine the charaoteristios 

of meson productiort in a heavy nucleua such as .Uoad, and to compare the 

results with those obtained in the light nucleus, carbon. 

The technique of Richman and wilcoxl0 lenda itself easily to a 

determination of absolute cross seotiona for the production of both 

positive and negative mesono over tho entire spectrum. The mesons 

are detected in nuclear emulsiona and in spite of a considerable n~bar 

of background. tra.oks, m.oson tracks have a euffioient number of diatin-

guishing charaotor:S.atics to bo easily recognized. Tho energies of the 

mesons are determined by thoir ro.ne;os in alumin'lll:l. a..."ld copper. 

1T mesons am.i tted f'rom lead at 900 to the direction of the 345 

Mev proton beam. are distributed over a. range of 0-120 Mev for posi ti vea 

an~ 0-90 Mev for negatives. A peak at about 40 Mev oooures in the 

' -30 positive spectrum vnth a differential cross section of (11.8 ~ 2) x 10 

om2 (Mov)-1 (stera.d.ian)-1 (lead nucloua)-1 : the spectrum of negative 

mesons has a maximum at about 30 Mev where tho oross section is 

(11.5 ~ 2.3) x 10•30 am2 (Mev)-1 (storadian)-1 (lead nuolaus)·1 • At 

low meson energies, about 18 Mev, the ratio of negative to positive 

lT mesons is approximately unity; at higher energies, tho ratio becomes 

smaller and approaches zero at about 90 :Mev. 
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A further study was r:1ade of the angular distribution of tho "' mesons 

in 1f -v. decay. The distribution v.-o.s found to be isotropic. This result 

. 12 
is disousaed in the light of Wentzel' a sug;gest1on of the relationship 

between the angular distribution of the ~ mesons and the spin of the 

1f mesons. 
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II EXPERIME1ITAL ARRANGE}kENT 

A schematic diagrQm of tho experimental arrangement is shown 

in Fig. ti-l. The deflected proton beam from the cyclotron passes 

UCRL 568 

through a slit, through a steering magnet and finally emerges outside 

of the main concrete shielding around the cyclotron. A tube, sat in 

the concrete shielding through which the beam passes, is of such she 
" 

and is ao aligned that ·the protons pass through it without striking 

the walls. Thus, the emerging beam is essentially free of scattered 

particles. The baWD. energy is 346 !. 1 Mev. The cross-sectional area 

of the beam may be adjusted by varying the slit dimensions; ~1owevor, a 

compromise must be sought between maximum current l:lJ.'ld good geometrL::Hl.l 

definition of the beam. at the tragat. For this experiment the cross 

section of the beam wa.s approximately a l l/4 x 1 l/4 inch square, 

with an averfle;e current of 3-5 x 10•11 amperes. 

As sho•m in .F'ig. II-1, the bee.m, after traversing the target, is 

caught in a Faraday oup* of sufficient thickness .completely to stop 

all.protons. The charge collected by tho Faraday cup is accumulated 

on a condenser whose voltage increa~ is carefully measured at· con-

veniant intervals. Thus' the number of protons bombarding the target 

is known to an flcouraoy of about~ 3 peroent and.it becomes possible to 

calculate cross sections on on absolute seale. The fact that the ax-

tarnal bcam may be accurately and conveniently integrated represents 

an advantage over techniques which make use of the internal circulating 

•The F'araday oup and associated ci roui ts were kindly made available by 
V. z. Peterson. 
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beam inside the cyclotron vacuum tank where the integration of the 

·1 
beam CfL"l only be aocom;?liShed by indirect methods. 

inches was inclined at 

45° to the beam. For the detection of mesons of low energy, up to 

about 45 Mev, a ta.q;et thickness of 0.050 inch was used. For hicher 

energymcsons, the target thickness was increased to 0.250 inch. The 

lead was of normal isotopic composition. 

Sets of absorbers are placed on either side of the beam aa shown 

i~ Fie;. II-1. The absorbers contain photographic plates inclined at 

15° to the horizontal ~md placed in position to accept particles ema

nating from the target at a mean angle of 90° to the beam direction. 

The departure from 90° was no greater than + 7° for any region scanned. -
The identification of mesons will be discussed in detail in Section III; 

for the present it is only necessary to note the meson tracks are ob-

served in the close neighborhood of their ends. Consequently tho position 

of a meson on the ;>hotographic plate revea.lo its energy, since i~ had 

to tra.verce a certain thickness of absorber material to reach tho par-

ticular point on tho photographic plate. Thus, the complete moson 

energy spootrum ia obtained. 

The absorbers in which the r:~eaons lose their <mer~,;Y are 

3 x 5 1/2 x 0.982 inches, wi~1 a 15° cut to hold the photo~raphic 

plate (Fig. II-2). A piece of black masking tape around the cut keeps 

the plate from bein~S ligh~struck. The absorber !Jlook nearest tho 

target ia at a distance of 7.15 om from the center of the target. It 

is made of a.luminuru and is capable of stopping mesons from 0..37 Mev. 

The next absorber, placed immediately behind the first is made of copper 
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and is capable of stoppinr. mesons from o7•85 UevJ the third ab-

sorber covers the range 85-125 Mev. In this way, as many absorbers 

as may be necesaa~J to cover the entire meson spectrum are placed 

one behind the other. AG will be shown later, the meson spectrum 

effectively ends at about 120 l!ev; thus, three absorbers are required. 

The absorber nearest the target is made of aluminum in order to 

expand tho low energy portion of the meson spectrum over a larger 

area of the photographic plate. On the other hand, the use or alu

minum for all of the absorbers would materially reduce the effective 

solid ~~gle subtended by a given area or the plate at the target for 

the higher meson energies, so the subsequent absorbers are made of 

Cu. The absorbers wero large enough so that most of the area of the 

photographic plate was essentially surrounded by an infinite sea of 

absorber modium. Thus, except near the extreme edges there is no 

significant loss of particles from. the absorber through small angle 

scattering. 

The photor;raphio plates used in this experiment were Il.ford C-3 

loo-mioron plates • The sa pla tea are auf'i'ici ently sensitive so that 

the entire track of' a k-L meson originating rro1a the decay of a 1T 

meson in the emUlsion .is easily recognized, yet the plates are not so 

sensitive as to obliterate the characteristic increase in ionization 

when a meson approaches the end of its range. Electrons are not ob

served in this type of emulsion. 

In principle, it would be desirable to expose the photographic 

plates for such a long time that the density of oesons on the plate 

h sufficiently high for rapid counting. This situation does not 
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exist in practice, however. The orosa section for soa.ttered protons 

is of' the order of _1000 times larger th&.rl the cross section for pro

ducinG mesons. ffenoe the duration of the exposure necessary to pro-

duoa a plate such that a meson can be reliably recognized and idonti• 

fied amidst other tracks is entirely controlled by ths background 

radiation. 

l3aokground radiation which d1reotly or through a chain or reactions 

leads to chare;ed particles capable of' producing tracks in the emulsion, 

comes principally from throe souroes - the target, the integrator ~ 

whioh the beam is stopped, and the cyclotron. Lead shielding around 

tho tlbsorbers which hold tho photographic plate& (not shown. in Fig. II-1) 

helps to reduce the background from the latter two sources. Background 

radiation from the target is unavoidable in ths present a.rranc;am.e~t 

There is a qualitative difference in the appearance of a plate 

placed in a position to rGoord low anergy mesons from one which records 

high energy meeona. The preferred orientation of the background 

tracks in the low ener~y plates shows that the predominant low energy 

charged particle backgzoound originates at the target. The speotrum 

of tho charged particle background and also the solid angle per unit 

area rapidly falls as the distance from the target increases, so it 

was found to be desirable· to use three dif'ferent low energy plates. 

expot!led oonseoutively in the same looation for three different time 

intervals, in order to have an approximately optimUlll exposure in en.oh 

of the energy regions covered by the plate. On tho other hand, the 
j 

plates exposed in a position to rocord high enerG;y mesons show 

, 
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baok~~ound tracks oriented in all directions ,. an indication that 

here the charged partio~e background is of a random nature, that is, 

the particles do not come direo}ly from tho target. 'fhese charged 

particles are produoed by the ambient neutron flux. Thus, the time 

required to obtain a plate with a given number of background tracks 
; 

approaches a value whioh is only slowly va~jing·vnth the dista~ca from 

the plate to the target. 

. . 
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II!· CLASS! F'ICATION OF MESONS 

Bombardment of nuclei Ydth high energy particles (or photons) 

result's in tho emission of positive and negative lf mesons. Some 

evidence for the production of neutral mesons1 has also bean reported. 

Neutral mesons are not observable in this experiment. In spite of 

the absonce of a ms.enetio field to provide e. qharge separation, it is 

nevertheless poesi ble in this experiment to distinguish posi t"i ve from 

nogo.tivo mesons because of the following considerationu A positiv& 

1T moson which comes to the end of its range always decays into a 

2 
positive~ meson and another light neutral particle which is presum-

ably a neutrino. + The positive~ meson. originating from a stopped ~ 

meson is monoenergetic with an energy of 4.18.:!:. 0.04 Mev. 3 Negative 

mesons generally produce nuclear stars. It he.s baen found from atudies4 

'I"' 

on the prong distribution of stars from magnetically sorted mesons 

that 73 + 2 percent of the negative Tr •a produce a nuclear star of 

one or more observable prongs. 1'he ram.aining; 27 percent of the 1T • 

mesons end in the emulsion without initiating an observable event,. pre~ 

sumably emitting neutrons., Thus it is soon that positive and negative 

1\ mesons have O':araoteriotion l'lhich render the~a distinguishable even 

when appearing .together in an e1aulsion. 

We now consider a more detailed classification baaed on tha actual 

o.ppearanoo of mesons in the emulsiont 

' 

1. A m<:lson ends in a star of t-wo or mora prongs. This is 

identified as a negative -cr meson and is given the claaai

fiaation n*(2,3, ••• ). lio,stars havo been observed from 

+ 6 11 , ~ + or 1-1-• n:u:saons. The OI:\Se of' one ... prong stars will 

be oonsidered aeparately. 
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2. A meson ends with the subsequent emission of another Qason. 

The secondary m~son is identified as such by virtue of the 
. f 

characteristic wanderinc; due to small angle scattering and 

a rapid inorease in grain density near the end of the range. 

Fui-thermore, the traok is about 615 '!Ilicrons
5 l~D.G which is 

the range in emulsion of a \Jo meson originating fror.~ a stopped 

meson. This is then a 11'" "1.1. deoay. lT- mesons, 'When stopped . . 
in matter, have never been observed to decay into ~- masons 

'in some 4000 tracks that have been studied. 6 In vacuum., 

a Tl' ... meson will decay into a~- meson and a neutrino. A 

1\~ decay is therefore counted as a positive 1T meson. 

3. Mesons appear in tho omulsion which stop with no observable 
• 

subsequent event. SUoh a meson, designated as a to meson, 

may be one of the following types: 

a) It may be a v-+ meson originating from a -n + meson 

which has oame to rest in the glass or absorber 

surrounding the amulsion. Suoh a meson, even if 

definitely identified as a. t~-•• is indicative of a 

~· outside or the specified volume of $1Ulsion 

which is used in computing the cross section. It 

is therefore not counted. 

b) It may be a nega.ti ve l\ meson whic:-t <toea not 

initiate a star with observable LJrongs. This occurs, 

as mentioned above., ·in 27 percent of the oases. Such 

mesons are taken into account by tho correction 

applied to the number of det'ini tely identi'fied 
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negative 1T mesons, namely 

(1 -

or 

a ~bserved 

~· 

0) The r meson ma.y be a positive or neg a. ti VO 1-.1. 

III-1 

from a positive or negative IT which decayed in flight. 

An overall correction for decay in flight is 

applied and will be discussed in Section v. 

4. Amason appears in the emulsion and stops; a thin, lightly 

ioni~ing, track ffinorgos. The seoondnrJ track leaves the 

emulsion in a distance too short for ito ido:1tity to be 

dofini toly ascertained. Such an evont may arise froL"l one 

of the following: 

Tho ~ :c•e;;;on emerges at such an ang;le as to loave the 

emuluion before it is stopped or scatters appreciably. 

b) A negative 1f meson initiates a one-prong atar. The 

sinGle prone is a track laft ?Y a heavy particle, 

(presumably a proton,) of sufficient energy to leave 

a. lightly ioni zinr; tro.ck whose appearance is not 

readily distinguishable from a track left by a ~ 

meson. The heavy particle responsible for the prong; 

leaves tho emulsion in a distanoe shorter than the 

range of ~ mesons. 

It vlill bo shown that :nesons of type ( 4) may a.ll be classified as 
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pod tivo :aesons under~;oing 1\ "\l> decay. 

we now consider the case of one-p:ron~ stars in smnc detai 1. 

tJaua.lly one-prong stars arc rol.ativoly short ( <200 lJ.) heavily ionizing 

tracks whoso idooti.fioation in lJ).l;tUllbiguous. This is borne out by ex ... 

pariments 1 fli th magnetioally separated fileaons • where it was .round that 

73 percent of one-prong stars are of tho above variety. 1'1'1enty-three 

percent of the one-prong atars were thin lightly ioni:tin~ tracks, but 

which had an unmistakable short, heavily ionising, club-like recoil 

track of the order of 2-3 microns at the origin of the star. The re-

ma.ining 4 percent of tho one-prong stars might be confused with mesons 1 

undergoing l\ ~ dec"\)' • Since the one-prong stars as a group constitute 
I 

4 23.6 percent or the total number of star-producing mesons, lesa than 

1 pero$nt of all the negative mesons are confusable with positive mesons. 

This is the justification for mesons of type (4) being olassi.fiod as posi

tive mesons undergoing lf~ decay. 
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' IV CALCULATION OF TI.IE: CR.033 SECl'ION 

The cross section per unit energy per unit solid angle per nucleus 

a.t an energy E and angle of emission Q is ~iven by 

where 

d~ (t:> o.) m:n.. ... ,v 
N - 0 

"" nm ~'E ~..n.. 

N
0 

• number of mesons produced in the energy interval E to 

E +AE and comifle~ off within a solid angle 4 R a.t a 

pa:rtioular angle Q. 

n • number of nuclei per om2 of the target. · 

m • n~~ber of incident protons. . . 
We have 

n • 

where 

JO • denoi ty ot the target in p per om3. 

tt • thickness of the target in the beam direction, in om. 

L • Avogadro's nu:nber. 

A • atomic weight. 

AlsG 
Q 

m•-
e 

where 

Q • total charge passine through the target in coul. 

e • proton charge in ooul. 

IV-2 
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Thus we have 

d a" (E Q) 
d.Edll , 

~ow. No/~ n. is the number of m~sons per unit solid angle which 

are observed to end in a given volume of emulsion and which were origi

nally produced with energies lying in the intervtl.l from E to E +A E. 

A.Jl. is the effective solid anglo subtended by the region or emulsion 

in which N
0 

mesons are observed. (Since only those mesons which stop 

in tho emulsion are counted, AJ' .. is not simply the projected area of 

the emulsion divided by the square of the distance to the target.) 

Suppose the average number of mesons crossing unit area of absorber 

a.nd lying in the same en1U"gy interval E to E +fLE, is n. Clearly, the 

number or mesons per unit solid anglo is then N/~ • Henoe 
r 

No N ·'!· 

- • - IV-5 
~fl. l/r2 

where r is the distance to the target, temporarily considered as a 

point aouroo. It is therefore necessary to find a relation between 

the flux N o.nd the observed number of' mesons li
0 

in order to calculate 

the solid angle li .. Jl. 

Lot n' (E) be the !'lux per unit energy interval at the enere;y E. 

Since the enerbY may be expressed in ter.ms of the r&nga in a given 

material we can define a new !'Wlction n(R) as the flux per unit range 

intorval at range R. 

Now the number of mesons that come to rest between R and R + dR ia 

' n(R)dRdA 

' 
where dA is an element of area perpendicular to the direction of motion 
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of the mesons. Hence the nunber of stopped mesons per unit volume ~ 

in an absorbing medium is just n(R). 

Consider now an element of volume dV0 in the ~ulsion {Fig. IV-1) 

corresponding ;to an increment of range dRa in the absorber. 

where t is the emulsion thickness, 9 the t.ransverse length and a the 

angle of inclination of tho emulsion to the meson beam. The nu'llber of 

mesons coming to rest in dV8 is 

dN0 • t J_ sec a n(R0 )d Ra IV-7 

where R8 is the range in emulsion. 

Now • the ratio of the range of a.. particl o in one medium to its 
\ 

range in a. second medium is approximately a constant, independent of 

the energy of the particle. Hence we may write 

IV-8 

md 

Furthonnore. the flux of mesons with energies between E and E + dE -is 

n'(E)dE • n(Ra)d Ra • n(R
8

)d R
6 

Therefore from IV.S we have 

Putting IV-11 into IV-7 and inte&rating gives 

IV-10 

IV-11 
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soo a IV-12 

, 
where N is the 'total flux or the total number of' masons per unit area 

batvveen E and E + tlE or the corresponding ranges Re. and Ra, + v.Ra• 

Returning now to Equation IV-G it is soon that the solid angle is 

~:iven by 

and the formula for the 

a 

cross section IV-4 becomes 

AeU r2 Q 

With the exception of t, the emulsion thickness, all or the 

quanti ties in the above expression are easily obtained or directly 

m~asured. Various corrections will bG discussed in Section v. 
We now consider the r!l.easuremGnt of the e::nulsion thickness. 

Ordinary photographic plates (obtained commercially) which are 

IV-13 

IV-14 

used for nuclear t-esearch may vary in thickness by as 1:1uch as 25 percent. 

Furthermore, after development the emulsions shrink by a factor of 

approximately 2. Clearly it is desirable to devise some method to measure 

with r;ood accuracy the actual ei:uulsion thickness prior to development. 

3uoh a method ·,ras orig;inutod by ',Yilcox and uaed in this experim.ent. 

The toohnique is illustrated in Fig. IV-2. 380 Mev alpha-particles 

from the cyclotron traverse tho emulsion at an accurately knovm angle Q. 

Such particles ionize sufficiently to leave a latent imat:;e which upon 

later development becomes n clearly visible track in the emulsion. This 
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latent image has ~ projected length l. Variations in ~ arising 

from smnll angle soa.ttoring; were calculated, and have been found to 

be neglie;ible. Upon development, tho emulsion shrinks from t to ;t. 
Since one face or the emulsi.on is securely attached to a glass backing • 

. U. remains unchanged except near the e::s::trome edges of the plate. A 

oarcful moasur~ent of l, under u oioroscope, ~ivos tho original 

thickness t, sinocs t • R.. tan o. 

Plates were e~posed to a vroak bea~ or alpha.-parti~les and left 

undeveloped. Suoh plates were subsequently used in the e,xperimont. 

Thus each plate which was scanned i'or mesons had a sufficient. nwlber 

' 
of easily roco&nizable~alibra.tion tracks" from which the true thick-

noss of the emulsion was obtained. Bblulsion thioknessee are easily 

measured by this method to + 3 peroent. 
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V CORRECTIONS 

A number of the quantities entering into the cross section 

fonnula IV-14 require corrections. This is the subject of the 

present section. 

V-1. Decay in f;lif;ht 

A certain fraotion o.f' the positive and nogati ve TT' mea one pro• 

dueed in the target will deoay into positive and negative ~ mesons 

before coming to the end of their ranges. The obsor~cd n~~ber of 

mesons must be corrected for tl1is effect. 

The half-life for negative Tr-y. decay has boon moosured by 

Riohardson1 who obtained a value of ( o. 77 !. :1s> .x lo-8 sea. Martinelli 

and Pa.nofsky2 measured the positive lr~ ho.lf'-li.fe and ol:>ttrlned 
.... 10 . 8 

(1.37 ... 12) x lor sec. Nevertheless it is zenerally assumed that both 

positive and 'negative 1f mesons have the same half life for lf""\Jo 

daoa.y. It will~a seen later that tho correction for decay in .flight 

is of the order of 2·3 percent. It is therefore relatively unimportant 

which value of the half-life is chosen for purposes of this correction. 

In the foll~wing calculation we use 1.37 x 1o-8 seo. It should be 

noted that this value of the half-life applies to the reot-aystem of 

the mason. 

The time taken by a meson to traverse a distance equal to its 

range, the time being m.ea.~ured in the meson's frame of reference, is 

t. f /i:ii2 
0 

V-1 

where ~ • v/o. v "is the velocity of the meson, and R is its total 

range" ~~ is a !'unction of x, since the meson is consta."ltly loaing 
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energy during 1 ts passage through the material. 

The kinetic energy of the meson e.s a. !'unction of x, the distance 

into the absorber, ie 

.T(x) • T ~(T0 ) • ~ 
Where R(T

0
) is the range corresponding to an initial energy T0 • 

r 1 -, 
T(x) • ~o21---2- t\ 

LJ1-13 J 

where m
0 

1 s the rest mass of the 1f mason. Heno.e 

{t:;2 

and 
/R 

t • l ~T(x) 

T(x) is most easily obtained .t'rom a range-energy ourve for \\ 

masons. l'he integration is performed numerically. 

A meson in going from the target to the emulsion traverses 7.16 em 

of air and enters Qn aluminum absorber • 2. 5 om thick. It the meso.n' a 

original energy is greater the.n 37 ![e'V', it will continue into a aopper 

absorber and eventually stop. 

Fig. V-1 gives a plot of 7\t aa a function or meson energy where 

· A is the meson deoay constant and t is the total time taken by the 

meson in going from target to emulsion. It is seen that the correction 
l 

is largest for low energy mesons, about 3.5 percent at 10 Mev, and 

smallest, about 2 poroent, at 90 Hev. Had we used Richardson's value 

for tho half-life the corrections would be increased by a factor of 

about l.s. 
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The oune of A t vs. meson energy (I .. ig. V-1) has a minimum at 

about 90 Me'V'. That e. minimum should exist can be seen from the following 

simple physical considerations. Low anergy mesons require a conpa.ra.tivaly 

long time to traverse the air pp.th of' 7.15 om while the time required to 

come to rest in the absorber is short. On the other handw high energy 

mesons spend e. long time in the absorb$r and only a oo.-:tp,ratively short 

time in the air path. At acme inter.uediate energy, the two effects give 

rise to a minimum. 

T-2. Ext001ded aouroe 

. 0 
As seen from Fig. II-1, the target iB inclined at 46 to the 

direction of tho beam. Consequently, mfJSons are produoad at points in 

the target which are at different diata.noes from. a given point on the 

photo;;raphio plate. The lo.re;est correction to the solid angle occurs 

for regions of the plate which are nearest the tareet. These are thlif 

regions in which low energy mesons are found. A careful calculation of 

the solid angle correction for the worst case, namely for regions in 

. which mesons or about 15 Mev are found, shows that the cross section is 

to be increased by leas than two percent. For meaons of higher energy 

which are f'ound at points farther removed .from the target, the correction 

is smaller • 

V-3• Effective thiokness of emulsion 

Mesons Which oame to rest near the upper or lower surface of the 

emulsion are apt to be improperly identified or missed entirely, parti-

oularly if tho trajeotorieo of the decay particles make steep angles 

with the emulsion surface. 'l'ho practice waa therefore adopted of' re-

jeoi(ing all mosons ending within S :microns of either emulsion surface. 
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In calculating tho cross section, t•e reduced emulsion thickness was 

used. 

V:-4• Proton enerGY loss in the tar£)et 

The two lead targets used in the oourse of this experiment had 

thicknesses of 2.16 and 11.15 f!}fl/cm2 in the direction of the proton 

beam. For protons of 345 Mev the energy loss in traversing the. tarr;ets 

is 3.6 and 18.5 Mev respectively. 

In 'order .to correct the observed cross seotion for the proton energy 

loss, 1 t is necessary to have an excitation function for meson production 

in lead. This however does not exist. W11ite and Jone133 obtained a. rola-

tive yield fU!1ction for negative lf ·meaons of aner~ies 2-10 He-v produced 

in carbon by high-energy protons. Assuming tho yiold curve to be approxi

' mately the same for lead and oarbon, the average cross section for low-

ener;.;y nogati ve lT mesons is reduced by about 1.1 percent. The corroo• 

tions for hit;her enerr;Y mesons oannot be made but it is expected that 

they aro small in oomparison vrl th the statistical errors which are of 

the order of 15 percent. 

V-5,• Meson er;arllj.Y loss in the tar,~&et 

Mesons which enter tl1e absorbers in the energy interval between E 

and E +fiE, have been created at various depths in tho target up to tho 

full thickJaess t. The original enereies of the mesons are distributed 

between E and E + l\E + g where F. is the maximu.n energy loss in the 

target. To a first approximation ~ is equal to (dE/dx)E,t' whero 

(dE/dx)E, is the rat\l of' energy loss in the target at an enorey 

t&E 
E' a E +-. Thus the mitl-point of the observed energy intervul., no.."ll.el.y 

2 

E +¥-·is shifted to E + ~ + t/2 <-£i)E' • This is taken to bo the 
2 

mean energy of the mesons. 
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v.s. Nuclear absorption and soatteri~ 

Of all the Ti mesons entering the absorbers,. a certain fraction 

will interact with the nuclei of the a.bsorber and will be absorbed or 

scattered through large angles. Clearly the observed production cross 

section must be corrected for this effect. However, the cross sections 

for such intoraotions have not been measured and the corrections c~1ot 

be mada.-Yd th any accuracy. 
4 . 

It has been estL~ated that the cross section 

for nuclear absorption and scattering is of the order of the geometrical 

cross section of the nucleus. Assuming this to be the case, we have 

tr(A t) • 5.9 x 10•26 om2 and a-( Cu) • 10.5 .x 10•25 cm2• For mesons 

up to 60 Uev, the correction remains ~aller ti1an the probable error 

due to statistics alone. Beyo~d that energy the percent corrections 

become larger, about 50 percent at 100 Mev, but aa will be shown in sec-

tion VI, the cross-section for the production of mesons of energies higher 

than 60 Mev drops rapidly. Consequently, the general shape of the positive 

and negative spectra and the integrated v~ues of the cross sections are 

not materially influenced. .Nevertheless, when the absorption and scat

tering cross seotions become knawn, the present~data oan be corrected. 

V-7. Mesons produced in absorbors 

Bombardment o~ a target \Vi th high energy protons rest.U ts in the 

emission of various radiations in ~ddition to mesons. This radiation. 

largely consists of protons and neutrons. Among these particles there 

will be some of' sufficient energy such that if' they entor the absorber 

they may produce mesons whioh can appear on the photographic pl~te. 

Clearly in estimating this effect we are interested only in particles 

whose energy is above the threshold for meson production,· which may be 

taken to be about 200 Mev. Xhe discussion will be oon.!'ined to pa.rtioles 
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aoattered frOI!'. the target at appro:d.m.atoly 90° to the beam direction. 

It should be noted that diffraction scattering is necligtble at 90° 

since ths wave-length of tho proton is small in comparison to tho radius 

or the 1 ead nucl cua. 

If it is a::wur.J.ed that the eros::: a eotion for the inolo.stio scnt-

teriue; of neutrons a.ntl protons of onergioa hit;her than 200 Uev ia 

0.1 barnGJI the total number of masons produced in the target ia about 

1000 times greater tha.."l the m.:.."ll.ber of mesons produced in the absorber 

by scattered protons and n:;}utro•1a. The average solid a.n.;;le for moaons 

produced in the absorber is about a f'aotor of 10 larger than for mesons 

l~rod.uced in the tare;ot. On this basis o!le would say .that about 1 percent 

of the observad masons have been produced in the absorber. 

This is quali tativel;{ verified eX?ori:mantally insofar as no mesons 

have been observed which do not oome f'r0;.1 th-9 general direction of the 

target. 

In thia connection it should be mentioned that ll backcround ru.."l 

of several hours duration with the to.rr.et rqy,1wved 7i0lded no :nosons. In 

all other respects# the experimental s.rra.nr:;o:ncnt for tho baokcro-.md run 

was id~ntical to the.t in which the t,a.rget m~.s used. 

V-8. .lnall an;;le scattcrinj£ 

!.::esons which enter the maulsion with a residual rnngo such that t~1ey 

would normally ato'P -within the o;nulsibn may, because of snru 1 o.ngle ~acat

torinr,, leave before comint; to rost. A correction to the observed number 

of 1:1asons would therefore ba required. On the other hand mesons which 

would nort!'la.lly stop in the absorber or class bG.cking or the. photo:-;raphic 

plata mayJI f'or tho same reason, be mos.tterod into t~o a'lulsion. Thus the 

correction is largely co~:1ponsatcd since the scattering properties of' « 
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:u::.aterial dopond on yZ and this is not far different for all three 

r:w.terials. 
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VI CALCULATIOBS AND RESULTS 

The cross ftetion t'Dnl'Ula was given by Equation IV - 14. 

A is the atomic weight of lead • 2r:tl .21, e 1s the proton charge • 

1.602 x 10•19 coulombs; L is the Avoiadro number • 6.023 x 1023 mole-l, 

Q. ia the angle of inclhl&.tion of the photographic ·pla.te (F1g ... IV - l) • 

lS0 , Ptt is the surface density of the target • 2.1SS gm/cm2 tor the 
. ' 

thin target and ll.lS fl}ll/ora2 tor the thick target. These were obtained 

bJ. ~ecurately weigh1ng the targets. and measuring their dimensions. 

Ba/Re· is the ratio of the range of' the -rr mesOll in the abtaorber- to 

its range in emulsion. The absorbers used were made of aluminwn and 

copper. ~e energy curve~l fot' 1T mesons in these materials wetre 

obtained b7 transforming existing r~.mge-energr curves for protons. The 

transtorme;tion is 

RlT (E) • 
11

1T Rp ( !Ja... E) 
IDp \•n 

where R 11 {E) is the :range of, a 11' .meson of' energ E, m n and mp are 

the masses ot the · rr meton and the proton respectively, and 1p is the 
2 

range ot the proton, mplm11 • 6.45. A range-e~aerQ CUl"'Ve f~ protons 

1n emul.elon is given b7 Berka~' et al. whioh is transformed as abo've. 

The range~nergy curves· .e:re considered to be accurate to 2 pereent • 'lhe 

quantity (as/Re) H~. 150 is l. 098 for Ul smul.eion embedded in ·aluminum 

and 0.405 for emuleion in copper. These numbers were evaluated fer 

mesons of a few Mev. 
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Q is the charge accumulated by the inter,rator in the course of a 

run, as discussed in Section 11. ,,. 

t is the undeveloped emulsion thioknesa measured by the method 
• 

described in Seotion IV. Sy means of a soale on the fine focus control 

of the mioroaoope it was possible to measure the developed emulsion 

thiok:neu and determine a shrinkage faotor. Six miorons were su'btraoted 

from the developed ~h.iokness, e.s discussed in Section IV • 3, and the 

result reconverted to emulsion thickness prior to development. These 

measurements were made on eaoh plate separately with an estimated acouraoy 

of 3 peroent • 

.A, is the tro.nlilverse length of the volume aoanHed (Fig. IV•l). 

·«as xn&asured by means of a caretu~ly built miarosoope stage* equipped 

with a micrometer-type drive which could be read to 2 microns. 

£6 K is the energy interval chosen for scanning. It is direotly 

It 

given by the coordinates of' the region soan.ned aince these determine the 

thickness of absorbing material traversed by the mesons in order to stop 

in tile area. of the plate being observed. An accurate determination o£ 

6E from the coordinates is obtained with the help of a ~dx ourve for 

~ mesons in the material of the absorber. The latter is obtained from 

a oorresponding curve for protons via the transformation 

~E varied from 6•10 Mev in different regions of the spectrum. The 

ene"rgy E is te.k~ at the mid•poi.nt of the interval L\E and the oorreotion 

for loss of energy in the target, as discussed in Seotion V-5 is easily 

• The miorosoope stage was designed and built by Mr. w. u. Brower. 
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made with a dE/dx curve, for n mesons in lead. The thin target, of 

surface densit, 2.15$ gm/cm2· was used fer low energy mesons up to 46 Mn. 

T.his resulted· in an increase in E of from 2 to 4 Mev. Higher energy mesons 

were obtained from the thick target of ~arface deneity 11.15 gm/em2 with 

a. resultant increase 1n E of 5 to 8 Mev. 

r is the distance from the center of the target to the mid-point of 

the energy interval scanned on the photographic plate, the distance 

being measured along a li!w at 900 to the direction of the beam. The 

region scanned was always centrally loe~ted with respect to this line so 

that the angle of obeer~ation, 9, was. 900 with a symmetrical angular 
~ 

spree.d of.!: 2.~o to!. 120 for different energy mesons. The avernge value 

of l/r2, taking into account the finite extent of the t&rget and the 

region scanned, deviated by no more than 2 percent from tbe value 

measured as described above. The distance from the center of the target 

to the nearest ,absorber was 7.15 om. The valu~ of r is therefore 7.15 

em plus the range of the meson in the absorbing material, 

N0 is the number of mesons found in the V'olume scanned. All 

scanping was done with a good quality binocular microscope. equipped with 

a.n oil i.'ltlruersion lens giving a total magnification of about 500o The 

di6llletor of a field o£ view, under oil, was about 220 microns. The 

negative mesons are multiplied. by factor 1 • .)7 .(Section III); the new 

total 1s corrected far decay in flight in the manner discussed in Seotiou 

v ... l. Corrections for the vtU"iation cr cross section vith proton energy, 

uucles:r absorption and scattering, for mesons produced in absorbers, and 

for small ~gle scattering are not made. 
' ' 

The data.for the combined spectrum of positive and negative mesons 

are given in table Vl•l and plotted in Fig. Vl .. l. The spectrum has a 



Table VI•1 Corubined Sp&ctrum ot 

Positive and Negative ~ Mesons 

No( 1T+, i1' •) 
do-.. (x lo-.30) 

..L Qldn 
Mev cm2/Mev x ster. x nucleus 

17.9 11.2 10.4 ! 2.1 

JO.O 20.4 21.0 ... .3.1 -
46.1 23.7 18.7 ! 2.6 

63 22 • .3 9.2 + 1 3 - . 
82 20.8 4.4 ... • 6 --

101 7.1 o.t:ts.:. .25 

120 2.0 0.,31 !. .15 
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peak at ~bout 37 Mev with a c:or.respond.ing cr~ss section of (20.-5_! 3) x 
. . . 

10-30 cm2 (~terad:Lan)•l (llev)•l (flUoleus)-1.. lesons with euergiG$ ~- to 

~)tev were -obse~ed. ln ill cases probable errors nr'-:,JA~~catep. ~t 
• • •<I •• 

greater £1Jitd~ntal itlterest ~ the combined spectrum are the_·· sepa:-ate · 

positi'V'e ~ nep.tivo spectra. The data are sb01ftl 1n Te.bl~t _VI•2 ·and irt. . . . 
Figs~ Vl•2, ;;, . The positive spec:trum extends. to· ~~0 ~with a~ -

. r 

at about 40 Jlev where the erose section 1s (l;t-~8 .t .2) x ).0•30. em2 .. 

(aterac\ian)-l (Mev)-l,(nucleue)·l. the highest en~gy ~egati~~_mes¢~n~ 
' 

found were at 82 aev, 4Uthough thet were looked for at 'lol and 120 Mev· · 

where a nWAber o~ positive meecms we!'e fou.nd •. At these two energies,. 

the points are hldieat.d with a probable error based on the probability 

of he.ving found some "meeoru.t' w1thin the vo1Uiile scanned.. The meximUin ot. 

the nega.t.1ve epeetl"\D'l occrurl!l. at about .)C!I Mn with a ~oas se-ctiGil -ef 
. . 

(ll.S! 2) x lQ•)O cm2 (eteradie)•l (llev)·l (uu.eleWJ)-1. A com;peri&Cl\ 

ot .the. shapes of the positive,. negative and combwd apeot.ra is Shovni .iii 

Fig. VI-4. It ia to be observed that fer pGsitive mescas,· the.~ 

cross section occurs at a.n· enerQ· which is about 10 lev ~er than the 
' 

maxl.mwa far negative mesons. This shift in the peaks 111f the two spt!ctr• 

ia pro~bq -influence4 b7 the Coul.Qfdb ban'ier or· the lead nucleus which · · · . 

is about lS t.1ev for singly charged particles. !he maximum value. Qf the 
. . . 

. -·--
CX'OSI!I section tor positive mesons ita apprmd.me.tel;f equal t~ the mt.Utimulu 

' - . . . 

value for negative meeone. 

'the combined spectrum, whett integrated over the tot.a.l range ot 

·meson etlerg_ies; gives a dltfere~tial e:ross section, da-/~ri -~-· of (l.O.) ·.;t· 

1.6) x 10•28 cm2 (steradie.n)-1 (nueleus)•l. Cot!sldering ~s1ti1'e ~-. · 

negative· mesons separatel.J the dif'terential erosa esection. is {6.0 .:t l.l) 

. ·. 

. -It' 

, 

. ,. 



" Table VI-.2 Positive and Negative Spectra of -rr Mesons 

£!a- + 
(:x lo·30) si cr - {x1o-30) 

...L No( n *) dEdn. I,Q{ T1 -l fidn. .. 
l4ev cm2/ltiflv x ster. :x nucleus · em2/JAev :x st.er. x nucleus 

" 

17.9 4.1 3.8 .t 1 • .3 7.1 6.6 .!. 1.7 

30.0 9.2 9.5 .!. 2.1 ll.2 11.5 .!. 2 • .3 

46.1 15 • .3 12.1 .! 2.1 8 .. 4 6.6,! 1.5 

63 15.4 6.3 ·.! 1.1 6.9 2.9 .!. o. '1 

82 19.4 4.1 .! 0.6 1.4 O.J .t 0.2 

101 7.1 0.88.! 0.25 0 o.o.!. 0 .os 

120 2.0 O.Jl .!. 0.15 0 10 o.o + ~ ,, -o 
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x lo•28 cm2 (steraditm)-1 (nucleus)•l for positives a.nd (4.~ !. 1.9) x].0•2S 

em2 (stera.dian)•l {nucleus)•l for negatives. The total cross seotitm fur 

. the produetiotl of mesons would be obtained b)' integrating over the 

angular distribution. The latter is b.owe\'er not known at present.. ··If 

one assU$es spherical s,y.mmetr1 an estimate of the total erose section 

for the production of positive and negative •escns is 0.01 barns. The 

ratio or the dU'terent.ial cross sectiOI_l tar po_sitive rne~H.ln~ to that. tor , · 

negative mesons iG 1.4 ! ,6. 
'\ 

It is of interest to investigate the variation of the relative 

prQd.uetion of positive and negative mesons as a function of meson· ~rb'. 

Tbe ratio of negative to positive mesons is tabulated in 1'able Vl•) aDd 

plotted .in Fig. 1'1-5. The statistics ere too poor to define the dete.Us 

ot the energy dependence but it is ·clear that for low energ ~t.ssons of 

about 18 taev, the mmiber of negative mesons produced 1a ·&.bout equal to 

the number ot positive mesons. At higher energies, mostl.J positive 

mesons are produced. 

'the comparison of the characteristics of meeo1uproduction in ~. 

~ith those for carbon, the latter obtained ·by Richman and Wilc-.4 .is 
' ... 

swnmar1acd in Table v1 .. 4. For purposes of visual 'oOillperison, the carbon 

and lead spectra are plotted together in Figs. VI-6,7. the cross sections 

have been divid.ed by their respective values of A2/J namely 5.25 for 

carbon and JS.O for lead. Compar1ttg the positive spectra, it is· seen 

the.t mesons from carbon extend to somewhat higb.er energies, but the general 

shapes are quite similar. Com paring the crosa sectioue integrated over ~·. 

Uleson energies it is seen that i&·~+tgn (~l • J.O + .6 whereas A~J lPb) 
. do- +/dn (G). - A 3 (C) 

• 6.76. Thus the increase of cross section with the mus n.umber of tht1t 

t' , •• 
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T~b1e VI-J Ratio of Negative 

to Positive 11' Mesons 

....L N ( n •)/1 ( -rr +} •• 
17.9 1.7 + .7 -
30.0 l...Z + ·4 -
46.1 0.55! .16 

6.3 0.46.!. ·14 

82 0.07! .04 

101 0 + .1 
-o 

120 0 + .3 -o 
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Table YI -4 Characteristics of the Pl'oduct.ion of 11 .Mesons in Lead and Carbpn 

Upper end of positive spectl"ll5 (Mev) 

Upper end. of negative spee~rum (.Mev) 
I 

Energy of .maximum crof'ls section for 
_positive mesons (lev) 

Maximum cross section for wsitive. 
mesons (cm2 ater. -1 Mev-1 

Energy of maxi.mum cross section for 
negative mesons (Mev) 

Maximum cross section for negative 
mesons (cm2 ster. -1 Bev-1 . : 
nucleus-1) 

Positive mesons cross section + 
integrated over meson energy, dcr , 
(cm2 ster.-1 nucleus-1) d>L 

Negative meson cross section . _ 
integrated aver meson energy, da. " , 
( cm2 ster. -1 m.tcleu.s-1} · l\.. 

do- +Jdn 
dcr-/dn 

A2/3 

Pb 

-120 

-90 

-40 

(11.8 .! 2) x 1o-3o 

~30 

(ll.5 & 2) x 1o-:ro 

(6.o ! 1.1) x 1o-2a 

(4.3 ~ 1.9)x lo-28 

1.4 .! .6 

.35.0 

c c 

~1.35 

"'115 

__, 40 

(2.8 ! .3) X lo-JO 

~35 

(0.62 + .1) x lo-)o - ' 

(2.0 ! .2) x 1o-28 

(0.4! O.l)·x 10·28 

5! 1.4 

5.25 

Pb/C 

4.2 !. .8 

18.5 .! 5.1 

.3.0.! .6 

10.7.! 5 

6.7 

I 
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c: 
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nucleus is co~sidera.blJ slower than o.s A2/3" ll'or the nega:t.ive raesons,. a 

different' situation exists~ the integrated cross sect1qn increases mere 

rapidly than 'as A2/3; . in fact within the probable errors the cross 

section increases proportions. tel:; to the maas number. This fact is 

21-eflected in .the ratio (j + dn which is 1.4 ! .6 for lead allfi ; !. 1.4 
d a- • cin · · 

ror carbon. 

Theoretical calculations on the cha.t-a.oteris~ios of meson produot16'tv:J 

in light e.nd hee.vy nuclei ha1re been made by Taylor and Chew
5

· a.nd by Chew 

s and Steinberger. 

The mom011.tum distribution of the nucleons in a hea"f'Y nucleus was 

.oaloulated to be a degenerate Fermi ga111 o£ neutrons and protons. The 

. matrix element governing the ~rooeas of meson production was &.s$Umed to 

be oonstnnt. A value of ·the coupling eon~:~tant1 g, was ohoQen such thAt 

g2ftic • 0.3, although the res~ts are insensitive to v-e.rio.tions in g2jti.o 

from. about 0.25 to o. 75. Caleulationa of meson production from tree 

~ucleons at r~st show that the mesons are produced pt'rrily in the. forward 

direction with oomparatively few mesons, and of low energy, produced at 

90° to the direction of the beam. ~ce the oelculated meson spectrum 

from a oOTliplex nu9leus, at 9e0 1 depends rat~er strongly. on the ass.~d 

momentum distribution of the nucileOUiiS in the nucleus. 

The results ',of: these ·oaloulations predict the energy and tulgula.r 

dhtri'butions of the 1l mesons trom a h~avy nucleus such as lead. 1'h& 

angular distri butiotts were n?t deternl.i"ned ·in this experiment. Considering 

the energy distribution at 900, :the theoretical val tltl.S of tho absolut.e 

oross seotion are uncertain because they depend o~ the cube of' g2Jkc 

... 
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which, in it solf, is uncertain. Furthermore, the theoretical oalot.Uationa 

do not take into account Coulomb effects, nor do therJ d.istinguiah be~en 

the production or positive and negative mesons in. any other way. Since 

the observed spectra (F1g .• vt-4)'cof positive and net;ative mesons differ 

in several respects, it is _not entirely clear how the comparison between 

theory and experiment should be made. On the other hand, .~the shape of th• 

calculated speotrum. .fits the observed positive spectrum for meson energies 

higher than about 40 ?leY. Since Coulomb effects have been ignored in the 

calculations, a.greem0nt cannot bo ex-pected. in the low energy portion of 

the speotrum. With re~ard. to negative mesons, the upper end of the 

spectrum is intluenoed 'by the Pauli exclusion principle in the following 

wayt First it is reaoonahlo to assme the.t a gi Ttm proton in the nucleus 

is senere.lly aurround~ by two neutrons s.nd another proton of opposite 

spin. The production of negative mesons by protons may be eonsidere<l 

via the elementary reaction 

1. p + n ~ p + p + \f-

It ia seen the.<t the original oon.!'i~tion of 2 protons and 2 neutrons 

now' consists of 4 protons and 1 neutron. If the -noca.tive meson is ot 

high energy all the protons must be left in low energy states, som& of 

which, howav~r. are already oocupied. 'Xhis results in a.n inhibition on 

the formation of high energy negative mesona.. Positive meeona, on the 

other hand• may be produced in two ways 

2,. p + p ~ p + n + T+ 

3. p + n ~ n + n + 1r ... 

Whichever interaction occurs, the or~ginal con!1guration of 2 protons 
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tuld 2 neutrons becomes 2 protons and 3 neutrons. When a. high ene1•gy 

positive :meson is £orrt1ed, there is again competition &nonr:; the 3 neutrons 

for low momentut'l states, but this is not as severe as is the competition 

among the 4 protons when a high energy negative meson is produced. 

On the basis of the above three l"eactions, alone, one would predict 

that the·ratio of positive to negative mesons is greater than unity. In 

fact, if exo1uaion principle argunents, Coulomb effects, etc. are i&nored• 

and the nucleua.. oonta.i.l.l$d 9..'1 e·qual numJx~r or protons and neutrons one 

might asaign relative a priori probabilities tt> (1)• (2) a.nd (3) or o,.z.s, 

o.so and 0.25 respeeti vely• Thus the po~itive to n&ga'tive l"&.ti<~P would 

be s. l1olvevor:, coulomb effeots ~uppreos t..}}e production of low energy 

positive mesons l.iUld the Pauli exclusion principle. disousaed above• sup~ 

presses the production of high energy negative mesons. Thus the positive 

to negative rati() is e.xpeoted to be e. :function of meson- energy. This 

qualitative result is ill fo.ot borne out by the experiment (Fig. VI-5) as 

disauased previously. 

In comparing the results from lead with those from carbon s~veral 

.,points of diff'erence have been noted which :may be qualitatively understood 

in the light of previous remarks •. ·. ,On the be.sia or the tmcertaint;y principle. 

~ small nuoleu~ · suoh as oe.rbon. is expected to have nuef-eona with hig~er 

components of mcmentum than is tho case in lead bcoe.use the nucleons in 

carbon are more localized than in lead. Co~equontly.- the meson spectrum 

fro;n oarbon W?uld be expected to extend to hi~her energies than in the 

ease of lead, even though the recoil energy h grea.ter for the carbon 

·nucleus than for the lead.· 'l'h·e .fact that relatively more negative mesons 

are produced' in lead than in oarbotl is attributed t-o two e.r!'oots. First, 
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lead oontains about one and a half times as many neutrons as protons in 

comparison to a neutron-proton ratio of 1 in carbon, and~ aa mentioned 

above~ negative mesons can be formed only in p•n encounters. Second, 

since the Coulomb barrier suppresses low energy positive mesonlll• the effect 

is mora pronounced in lead with a barrior hGit:;ht or o.bout 15 1~v than in 

carbon w1 th a barrier height of about 5. Mov. The prediction of the nuw.nel" in 

which the oroa s sec·Uons lt1ould depend on mass num.ber is ctmplice.ted by 

vn.rioU$ t'aotoro su.eh e.s nuclear transparency. possible scattering· or re-. 

absorption of mesons in the parent nuoleus whioh have not been taken into 

n.ooount. 



VII The Wentzel Experiment 

Wentzell has suggested an experiment, designed to give information 

regarding tbe spin of the 11 meson. It appeared that the experimental 

arrangement described in Section II was suitable for obtaining the type 

of information suggested by Wentzel. It waa therefore felt that ~sofar 

as it was perhaps possible to.test Ylenteelts SU&gestions without · 

sacrificing the primary object of the experiment, namely tho production 

cross soctions .of mesons in lead, this should be done. Wentzel's 

expe!iment may be described as follows. 

If it is assumed that 'lT' mescms have unit spinJ J:mch mesons prcd.uced 

in nucleon-nuc~eon collision may be pol&.rized. The type and degree of 

polarize.tio~ depends on the matrix element which characterizes meson 

production, In the disintegration of the polarized rr mesons into 

~ mesons and neutrinos, it is expected that the angular distribution of 

the p. Iil&Jons w111 be assy11lmetrie. Went~el shows that the probability 

that a f-L meSOl.l is emit ted into th:b solid angle d 1 in the re;st system 

ot the 'll' meson is 

Pdn • constant dn ( 1 ! !tr- oos 29) 

where v p. is the \Telocity of the t-J- meson.. From conservation ct momentum 

and energy, tmd assuming that the rest mass of the neutrino is zero . . 
m'lT 2 .. mt-'- 2 

Vp.. • C ---....:.-
. ~2m 1r llt-t 

where m11 and mp. are the rest masses of the rr tmd t-l mesons respectively. 

The positive sign refers to transverse coupling and the negative sign to 

longitudinal coupling. Q is the an~le which the direction of emission of 

the p. meson forms with the pol,arization vector or the rr meson. 
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Fro:n t~e kno1m masses of the 1T and ·i-1- ;?J.esona, v/C "' 0.21 and the 

optimwn anisotropy, (1 + v~c)/(1 - vp/c), is 1.74. 

According to Nentzel, it is required that the bombardine; energy bo 

oloao to the threshold J~or meson production so tha:l;; the velocities of 

the meson and nucleon in the final ata.to remain small in coi:tpariaon with 

tho initial nucleon velocity. t'urthorm.ore, in ardor to avoid depolariza-

tion, the mar;netic field in the rogi_on of observation should bo leas than 

\ 
100 gauss. Depolarization fro:.1 the a lowing down of mesons in matter is 

calculated to be small for low energy :uosons. 

The experiment therefore consisted of a measur~nent of tho ar~ular 

distribution of' the 1.1. mesons in 1f 'i-1. decay with the proton bea.'":l v0looity 

as the reference direc-tion. As is soon f'rONl fig. II-1, the photographic 

plates ware oriented vrl. th their plo.nt..ls parallel to the bea.n1 direction. 

Th\ls, lonsi tudinally polarized Tf :r.wsons ;Ifill cntor the plo..to with their 

apin vectors in the plane of tho e:nulsion. This ia thCl most favorable 

arrangement since the polarization vector is an axis of aymm.etry for the--

f.'l.llgular distribution. If the mesons o.re polarizod transversely, the above 

arrangement is still the most favorable. The ~agnatic field in tlle region 

in which the experiment was conducted was less than 40 gausa. 

A tabulation of the number of' 1-1. mesons found in each 45° interval 

is shown in Table VII-1. An anisotropy of the type discussed by Wentzel 

would be displayed by the ratio of' the number in b, c, f, g to those in 

a. b, d, e. ,This ratio is 1.04 + .14.. FUrthermore, the number of masons 

tllni tted in the f'orv•ard direction to the proton baom should be equal to the 

number ~nitted ifrthe backvrard direction. recardless of any considerations 

of' polarization. That this is the case is aeen by taking the ratio of 



Table VII-1 

Angular Distribution of 

l-1. t.'lesona in 7T1Jo Decay 

a) 

b) 

o) 

o-450 

45-90° 

90-135° 

l 12 

14 

13 

d) 135-100° ~ 15 

e) 180-225° 10 

f) 225-270° 0 11 

g) 270-315° I 14 

h) 315-360° 13 
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mesons in c;roups g, h, a, b to those in c;roups c, d, a, f. The ratio 

is 1.oe + .15. 

Thus, insofar as this experiment is concerned the ~1~ular distribu

tion of the ~ mesons is very nearly isotropic. It is however i:nportant 

to emphMize tliose. features of the experlaent which depart from the 

conditions as laid down by iVent;:eL, F'irst, the botJ.bardinG energy v;a.s 

345 Mev '\'thich is about 150 Mev above the thr~:~ahold tor r:JCoon p1·oduction. 

Thus the nucleon velooi t7 in tho .i'inlll state is not ne~cs;;;arily sna.ll in 

oor:;parison with the Yolooi ty o:: the bor:tbardinr; proton. ~lecond, the data 

discussed above combina the results obtai nod .fron r:wsons over the entire 

energy spectrU!ll from 0 to 120 Mev. The depolarization of l:J.e!>ons of high 

energy in cor.Ung to rest in a stoppinf; medium may not bo nat;ligible. 

Possible interpretations of this result are these. Assunin!~ for 

the moment that i1 meson has unit spin, the anisotropic distribution is 

obscured if 

a. the depolari~ation eff'eotu in bringinr; thG 1T mesons to rest in 

matter are not negligible, 

b. the number of transversely polarized Tr mesons produced in tho 

target is approximately equal to the nuwber which are lonf~i tudi

nally polarized 

c •. the dee;ree of polari&ntion of the 1T aesons dccrea:;es rapidly 

as the bombarding energy is incrt'Jused above threshold. 

Another interpretation of the results is that the "Spin of the tr ;:~.eson 

is zero. Such a concl "U.Sion could only be dravm by dofini tel;,r eli::J.inating 

the previous interpretation. T}ds cannot be done at present. 
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